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Castor 

~ 1976 P 1846 F 1597, 1628 
Castor parish contains the townships of Castor, Ailsworth, Milton, Sutton and 

Upton, and runs from river meadow to heathland. Castor Hanglands is a piece of 
medieval woodland surviving next to the heath on heavy ground. Belsize was a grange, 
built in an assart made by Peterborough abbeyl. There is no evidence that Belsize was a 
separate township, being almost surrounded by the fields of Castor from 1597. In 1340 a 
land in the fields of Castor abutted Belasisewode showing there was the same arrangement 
at an early date 2 • 

Castor had Wodefeld and Hamfeld in 1305, with Eyning having several entries after it. 
Normangate and Thomis are used as furlong names3• The names Normangate,Ham, 
Thomes, Eyning, are used as subheadings for lands totalling 9,34.5, 19 and 42 roods in 
13404• By comparison with the fields oflater centuries it would seem that five fields were 
in use during the 14th century and in similar unequal proportions as later. 

In 1597 there were 5 five fields (the relative sizes indicated according to the page 
lengths of the entries in a field book5): 

· 1597 1628 1846 

Largefolds 
HamFeld 27 10f Mill Field 

. Thome Feld 17 8f Thorn Field 
Erringstone Feld next Marham Field 32 15.5f Milton Field 

SmallFulds 
Wood Feld 4.5 Old Field 
Nonnangatt Feld 10 4f Nonnan Gate Field 

There was also meadow, and an enclosed pasture of72 acres. It is not clear how these 
fields were grouped for cropping in 1597. 

Castor has another field-book of 16286. The relative sizes of the fields are shown 
above (measured in folio numbers). They were similar to other dates, but with Wood 
Field not separated. 

A manor called the Burystead had its land in the same fields as listed above in 1650, 
1765 and 1802. The demesne was a dispersed type; it lay in single lands and several 
large pieces of up to 1 7 lands 7• Comparison of the distribution of two farms of 
c. 1765/1802 is given below: 

J. Gardiner Chos. lWbinson 

Largefolds 
Ham Field 29.25 27.375 acres 
ThomField 20.5 32.375 
Eminston Field 30 33.625 

SmallFulds 
Wood Field 5 0.875 
Nonnan Gate Field 10.25 7.5 
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A small part of the township near Old Field pond was mapped in 18428. A plan of all 
the fields of Castor and Ailsworth made by the tithe commissioners in 1846 shows the 
exact details of the open-field holdings at that time9• The map marks the fields and the 
parcels owned by the the main landholders, but gives no furlong names. They can be 
worked out by detailed comparison of a terrier of the Dean and Chapter Burystead 
Farm made in 1650 with the tithe commissioners' survey of the same propertyl0. The 
fields of Castor were named as above, being substantially the same as in 1597. It is likely 
that there was a three course tilth with the small fields worked in with the 3 large ones. 
There was enclosure around the vill and around Belsize Grange at the north. 

Several groups of up to 4 furlongs have lands in alignment, suggesting there was once 
a much simpler layout of with fewer, but larger, furlongs. This can be observed very 
clearly on a large-scale plan of part of the township in 1841 11 • The curvature of the lands 
is mapped very accurately; three furlongs called Milton Piece have e'xact alignment 
making an aratral curve 700 yards in length. 

Ailsworth 

M 1976 P 1846 F 1597 
In 1340 Ailsworth had 3 fields called Doles, Nether, and Wodefeld. Two yardlands of 

a stated 27.75 and 24.5 acres have terriers with rather unequal amounts ofland in each 
field l2. The terrier lies under the heading 'Castor' but the field names show that 
Ailsworth is being described (compare names below). 

Ailsworth had 4 unequal fields in 1597, along with meadow and some enclosed 
pasture l3; Ening well Field 17 pages of field book; Litill Field 3 pages; North Field 7 
pages; Wood Field 11 pages. The middle two could be grouped together to form a 
three-field tilth. 

In c. 1765 and 1813 the distribution offarms in the fields was as belowl4. They are 
similar in relative sizes to the fields of 1597. 

Tenant 1765 WMiUd AntKmg Gtowright ShIJington 

Upton Field 19.5 acres 19 11.25 25.75 
Little Field 9.5 3 4.75 5 
Ingwell Field 35.5 31 21.375 38 
Wood Field 37.75 18 33.75 28 

As with Castor there was little ley in the arable block, Anthony King's farm having 
only two leys, a half acre (0.7 percent). He had 12 neighbours in Ingwell Field 
(pp. 119-110) occupying 58 positions, 7 of whom held 78 percent of the total. This is a 
fair state of disintegration as might be expected; the old yardlands had gone and the 
farms were leased to a few tenants with fairly large farms (for the time). The releases 
noted in the survey, dating 1802- 1821 show the farms of 1765 being split up and 
re-combined; doubtless the same process had gone on previously. 

The tithe map of 1846 shows the disposition of 4 fields called Upton Field, Doles 
Field, Little Field and Nether Field. Ailsworth Heath, a large common pasture, lay on 
the west of the Hanglands and next to Helpston Heathl5. 

Castor and Ailsworth were enclosed together in 1895 16• 
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Milton 
M 1976 
There was some open-field land at Milton in 1519, although enclosure had occurred 17. 

The whole was enclosed by 157618• A map of1582 shows 6 closes, 3 of them very large; 
Brooke Felde is namedl9. Part of Milton mapped in 1625 shows 213 acres called 
Goodluck pasture?o. 

Sutton 
M 1976 P 1845 
Sutton had three fields in 1768, when the farm of the manor house, presumably the 
demesne, had 'pieces' in the following fields. Two other farmers had normal sized lands 
(1-3 roods), mosdy in singles, dispersed as below21 : 

Field The <Farm' C.lister R. Hopkinson 
Pieces Acres A R P A R P 

Mill or Middle Field 6 39 28 3 0 36 0 
North, Gall or Heath 
Field 5 43 48 2 0 37 2 20 
Meadow Field. 3 13 32 2 20 29 0 0 

There was a heath and Sutton had very little 1ey in the arable block, Charles Lister's 
109.5 acres having only 3.5 1eys (3 percent). 

Three fields are marked on a tithe map of 184522, called North, Middle and Meadow 
Fields. The map does not show much detail of the furlongs because there were only a 
few owners. In the North Field 4 furlongs can be 'seen to have lands in exact alignment, 
800 yards in all. In the South Field, there is an alignment of7 furlongs being 1,200 yards. 
This curve survives on the ground as. hedge lines east of Manor Farm continuing as the 
road to Upton Lodge as far as the A47 (TL 0998 and TL 1099). 

Sutton Was enclosed in 1901 23• 

Upton 
M 1977 
Upton Neats pasture was enclosed in c. 155724, and a completely enclosed township is 
shown on a plan of 168625• Upton was formally enclosed in 184326• 

1 E.]. King Peterborough Abbey 1973 pp. 67, 69. 
2 CarteNativotum p. 211. 
3 Id. 356. 
4 Id. p.211. 
5 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vol. 424. 
6 NRO Fitzw. Mise. Vol. 454, a 19th century copy. 
7 NRO ML 892 pp. 18-25. 
8 NRO Map 1043. 
9 NRO Map 1964, Fitzwilliam version ofT 236. 

10 NRO ML 892 p. 23 seq. 
11 NRO 1041A. 
12 Carte Nativorum p. 211. 
13 NRO Fitzw. MisC. Vo1424. 
14 NRO ML 892, which is a copy of a 1650 Parliamentary survey of Peterborough Dean and Chapter 

property made in c. 1765 with annotations of tenancies, 1801-1821. 
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15 NRO Map T263. 
16 Bill (1895) NRO Castor 60P1l57; Map 2674. 
1 7 M. E. Finch, FweNortIzamptons/rire Families 1540- 1640, Northamptonshire Record Society 29 (1956) p. 104. 
18 Id. p. 114. 
19 NRO Map 1202. 
20 NRO Map 1239, pp. 8-9. 
21 NRO ML 892 p.145 seq. 
22 NRO Map T 18. 
23 VCH ii P 473. 
24 Finch Five Families p. 116. 
25 NRO Map 997. 
26 VCH ii p. 473. 

Chacombe 

M 1991 
There were two fields in the 14th century, called East and West, of which Chacombe 

priory had 76.25 acres and 77.625 acres respectivelyl. 
A map of 1632 shows part of the fields2, and the parish was enclosed 'recently' in 

16363• Deeds of Thorpe Mandeville refer to Chacombe common fields in 1614 and 
1634; in 1647 they had become 'Chacombe pasture'4. The enclosure date appears 
therefore to' be 1635. 

1 PRO E 315378 f.6d. 
2 NRO Map 5401. 
3 NRO FFS LXXIV. 
4 NROX8477. 

Charwelton 

M 1986 
There were two fields in the 13th century when a grant was made of8. 75 acres in one 

field and 13.75 acres in the other 1 • The township was open in 1477, the Knightley 
family possessing several yardlands2 of the total of 423• Enclosure took place in c. 1480, 
'50 years and more' before 15314. 

The holdings in 1086 amounted to 3.65 hides5 and there were 2.5 hides and 12 small 
virgates in c. 11246. The 1124 total agrees with 42 yardlands of1480 at 12 to the hide, or 
3.5 hides in all. The 1086 estates also add up to 3.5 hides if the smallest of them, one 
Domesday virgate, was actually a 'small virgate' or yardland. 

1 BL Harl. Ch.86 C 50. 
2 NROK667. 
3 NROK938. 
4 NRO Charwelton glebe terrier 1687. 
5 Thorn and Thorn 10-2, 18-36, 18-36,23-15. 
6 VCH i p. 270. 

Chelveston and Caldecott 

M 1969 H 
The villages of Ch elves ton and Caldecott formed part of the manor of High am; the 

church is a chapelry of High am. The shape of the township is rather extraordinary with 
a long tongue going to the meadows of the N ene two miles distant. This must have been 
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an arrangement with the chief manor of High am to provide a mill on the river and give 
access to meadow land for the benefit of its subsidiary manor. The arrangement was 
possibly in existence by 1330 when meadow on the river was mentioned. 

A description of 17891 states that 'Che1veston and Caldecott are two small villages 
situate about one and a half miles from Higham Ferrers and half a mile from each other 
... the chapel stands in the common fields between them ... some parts of the common 
fields which lie far from the two villages ... [have] very poor [soil]. The manor of 
Higham Ferrers ... includes the whole parish of Higham ... and the hamlets of 
Che1veston and Caldecott'. 

The subsidiary status of the townships is confirmed by the medieval Higham Ferrers 
Hundred court rolls where only parishes had representatives; there are no persons from 
Chelveston and Caldecott2• By the 17th century either it was decided that the com
munity needed a representative or the chapelry acquired a certain independence, since 
in 1678 and 1679 the hamlets were represented3. 

Analysis of the detailed survey of Duchy of Lancaster lands made in 1 789 shows that 
Chelveston and Caldecott each had its own field system, and the chapel site was placed 
over the township boundary. This is confirmed by other terriers showing that land was 
in one township or the other. From the furlong pattern it is not possible to determine 
whether the townships were formed before or after the fields were set out. 

The township boundary was described in 1844 by N athanial Martin who had been 
shown it from one Houghton, an old man who had died in c. 1796. It agrees exactly with 
that reconstructed from the furlong evidence4. The 1844 boundary can be identified 
using the field names given in a sale catalogue of 19195. 

Caldecott 

Caldecott Duchy of Lancaster estate, in 1789, lay in 3 fields, and had 210 sheep and 19 
cow commons6; Home Field 59 acres, Middle Field 69.25, Higham Meer Field 91.25, 
219.5 acres in all. High clay ground at the east was left as common leys called watery /eys, 
'upwards of 100 acres which appears to have been ploughed formerly and being very 
poor land was probably laid down as common for the sheep by common consent' 7 • 

Other sheep and cow commons were made up ofley ground set down 'many years ago'. 

Chelveston 

In 1330 there were two fields8 which had been rearranged into a three-field system by 
1627~. 

The furlong names of Chelveston show that all the high ground next to Bedfordshire 
was called the old, being divided into three furlongs (split between all three fields in 
1789). This was probably woodland before 1086 (there being no wood accounted in the 
Domesday Survey); it would serve as a valuable resource and protect the vills from east 
and north-east winds. The area involved was more than 300 acres, nearly as much as the 
arable of the open fields, which when cleared would almost double the yardland size: 
The furlong and close names show a strong manorial 'presence' at Chelveston, with hall 
land furlongs, manor closes, and 'conjurs' (cf conygears at Irthlingborough). This was 
probably the site of the manor controlling the two settlements. 
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Chelveston has four great fields named in 1789, but two' of them are small and a 
three-field cultivation is 'likely. The Duchy copyhold estate at that time was: 

Church Field 
Caldecott Meer Field 

Hedge Field 
Ridgeway Field 

20.25a 
79.25 99.5 

126.25 
105.25 

Yardlands are mentioned in 15th-century court rolls but not during the 17th or 18th 
centuries. 

Both townships have entries in the Higham Ferrers Duchy of Lancaster court rolls 10. 

In 1422 th~re were cases of animal trespass and reference to, 'a common order'. Half a 
yardland was taken up in 1433 at Chelveston. Yardlands in both townships were 
transferred in 1436, which proves there were two field systems. Yardlands were 
mentioned again in 1465. In 1450 a stone pit was opened on the lord's ground and it was 
ordered that no one should collect rushes or peas cods, and that pigs should not go free 
in the sown fields. 

Both townships were enclosed in 180 Ill. 

I NRO Map 1140 pp. 26,21,5. 
2 NRO in X688, X690, and X691, 1428-1508. 
3 NRO FH 551, FH 561. 
4 NROX3475. 
5 NRO SC 658. 
6 NROMap 1140p.67. 
7 Id. p.67. 
8 From a demesne extent, VCH iv p. 8. 
9 Terriers of 1627 and 1638 in the Overstone Collection, NRO X9939. 

lO NROX700. 
11 Act NRO ZA 3722. The award was not made until 1807 NRO X3475; Map 3007. 

Clipston 

M 1976 
The parish consists of two townships, Clipston and Nobold, the last being completely 

deserted. Nobold was first recorded in 12841, but studies of Clipston early taxation 
figures show that it was most likely in existence by 10862• A plan of the fields with 
furlongs named has been published3• The fields and furlongs were identified by using 
names and abuttals described in various terriers with post-enclosure field names, many 
of which are furlong names. The enclosure map was reconstructed from the descrip
tions of the award, which allow the exact locations of the great fields to be determined. 

Clips ton had three fields in 1700 until 1776, named Caudwell, Portway and Brick
hill4. A few orders are recorded in court rolls of 1429-485• William Grobbe broke a 
bylaw that pigs should be kept with a swineherd and beast trespassed in the corn. 

There was contraction of arable by the 17th century with leys and green ends 
recorded. Terriers of 1700, 1732 and 1737 had respectively 43,51 and 45 percent of 
leys. Four yardlands in 17396 totalled 225.51ands, making a yardland 28 acres, if all the 
lands were 0.5 acre. There was 41 percent ley. The lands laid in singles and groups of 
three, suggesting that there was a regular order. The distribution of arable between the 
fields was similar (total land and Iey in each field was 66.6, 88, 71, but the corresponding 
arable was 46.5, 47 and 39). Cow pasture was mentioned and there were many furlongs 
ofleys at the north during the 18th century. 
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N'ohold 
Nobold had three fields in 1381, in 1633, and at enclosure in 1776. They were called 
Uglesdalefeld, Stokedenefeld, and Moselewfeld in 13817 and later Low, Stoyden or 
Toss, and Maris10w or Mose1ey. In 17678 there were 43 percent 1eys. 

The 1633 glebe terrier had 6 people occupying 29 positions in the Low Field, of 
which 55 percent were held by one person (the lord) and 76 percent by three others, 
indicating a decaying regular order. The 1767 glebe terrier refers to William Pepin's 
rick place; he was a freeholder allotted 139 acres in 1776, showing that rick places were 
not only the privilege of the lord. Another 'rickstead' occurred in 1658. 

The amount ofleys does not vary between 1633 and 1767. Any changes seem to have 
been done by agreement and then left. None of the leys seems to be convertible and they 
were probably part of a pasture agreement and therefore always expected to be 
available as common pasure. Since ownership is noted it is possible that in cropping 
years the owner had the grass. 

rardlands. The remarkable concordance between various surveys describing the 
number of hides and yardlands at Clipston and Nobold has been given in Chapter 6. 

Both townships were enclosed in 1776 and the award made in 17779. 

I Gover et al. PNN p. Ill, from Feudal Aids iv. 
2 D. Hall, Introduction to NortIuJmptonshire Domesday. p. 15 (Allecto Historical Publications 1987). 
3 Council for British Archaeology Group 9 Newsletter 1979, pp. 21-9. 
4- NRO ZA 3665; Acc 1979/16 Bundle 11. 
5 NROLB59. 
6 NRO ZA 3665. 
7 Anamt Deeddv (1902) A 6099. 
8 NRO Clipston glebe terrier. 
9 NRO ZA 1244 (6 open fields and 84- yardlands); NRO ZA 4-179 

Clopton 

M 1981 H 
A 13th-century cartulary of Clopton 1 and a plan of the open fields have been 

published2 

In 1202 there were 3 fields containing 16.24 acres; 13 acres; 13 acres3• The lands 
described were probably pieces of block demesne. In 1250 a long terrier of the demesne 
lists five fields4; (Unnamed, next to Lilford) 87.785 acres, Tornhil (next to Thorpe) 
115.5, Hulke (next to Weston) 65, Medwefeld (next to Winwick) 57, West Field (next to 
Thorpe and Titchmarsh) 129.5 acres. 

The last two fields were stated to be run together. Hulke field, isolated from the first 
two by the combination of Medwe and West Fields was presumably run with the first, 
unnamed, field. This would give a three-course system, but with very unequal sizes of 
153, 116, and 187 acres. Another terrier of some of the demesne specifies that there was 
a three-course tilth; 'in the third year it is ordered that an equal portion of the fields shall 
be partly sterile'5. . 

The reasons for such a complex arrangement can be attributed to assarting. The 
furlong pattern shows that Medwe and Hulke .Fields are different from the others 
(Chapter 7). Removal of these assarts leaves three, still unequal, fields. An extent of the 
demesne in 1346 had a third waste, confinning the three-course tilth6• There may have 
been re-arrangement of the fields since 1250 to get a regular system, but more likely 
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there were the same fields as operated in 1250, since multiple fields again existed in 
c.16337: 

Arabk Leys Total 

Tift Field 41.5 8 49.5 
New Park 20 20 
Inome 8.5 3 11.5 
Long Thong 12 1 13 
OldFard 31 46 
Total 108 18 142 

These are very similar to the fields of 1250, as determined from good abuttal 
information, and there must be doubt whether there were only three fields in 1346, but 
merely a three course tilth. There is no information on how the fields were grouped in 
1633. There were 14 percent leys by then, and a sheep walk is mentioned in a lease of the 
demesne. 

Analysis of glebe neighbours for Tift Field, with 14 families named in 44 positions, 
shows that two people occupy 39 percent and 4 have 57 percent of the positions. There 
was therefore a fair disintegration of any regular order. 

Hides. Clopton belonged to the Peterborough Abbey Fee (which had 4 hides and 1 
great virgate in c. 1250) and the Lovetot Fee (1 hide and 1 great virgateB). There were 
stated to be 7 yardlands to the hide in the Peterborough fee and 6 in the Lovetot, but it is 
further explained that the great virgate of the last fee had 3 yardlands. There were 
therefore 29.75 and 9 yardlands in each of the two fees on this reckoning, 38.75 in all9. 

This tallies with a reference to 4 chief tithing men (who would have been responsible for 
10 families with 10 yardlands each 10). The individual hides are listed with named 
holders of which there were; First hide 7 yardlands, Second 7.625, Third 9, Halfhide 4, 
and Fourth 411 • 

These look to be the hides of the Peterborough fee, although it is not stated, making 
31.625. If the great virgate of this fee were 3 yardlands then the calculated total from the 
above at 7 to the hide is 31 yardlands. Either way the agreement with total is fair, but the 
details show that matters could be complicated with differing numbers of yardlands 
assigned to each hide. The 13th-century listing does prove that lords of the manor (and 
doubtless tax officials) were and had been concerned with the number of yardlands to a 
hide, even though hides were abolished as taxation units in the 12th century. The Hotot 
cartulary gives details of how various taxations were broken down and levied upon the 
individual yardlands 12. 

. Half a yardland was 24 acres in c. 125013, and therefore the yardland was 48 acres. 
This is large and consistent with woodland or waste being assarted and added to the 
individual yardlands. At 39 yardlands the total arable was 1872 acres in 1250, agreeable 
with a total size of 1920 acres 14, since there was almost no meadow. Work services owed by 
the villeins of C10pton were not valued and were probably still demanded in kind in 
c.125015• 

Demesne. Furlong abuttals of the 1250 demesne are sufficiently good to give some idea 
of the field locations and show that the demesne was dispersed in blocks of 1 ~ and 
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occasionally up to 12 and 14 acres 16. The demesne of 1632 consisted of closes next to the 
manor and church, with 180 acres stated to be dispersed 17. 

Pasture and woodland. C10pton was short of pasture and the lords in 1250 had acquired 
some riverine meadow in the meadows of Thorpe and Achurch, opposite Wadenhoe 
manor-house 18. The two fields on the east were probably made by assarting woodland, 
as explained in Chapters 7 and 8. 

C10pton was open field in 1633 and enclosed before 1705, when reference to a 
Chancery Decree was made 19. 

1 E. J. King A Northampltmshire MiscelUmy NRS 28 (1983) pp. 1- 58. 
2 D. Hall 'The Late Saxon Countryside' in D. Hooke (ed.) Anglo-Saxon Settlements 1988, p.ll0. 
3 Miscellany, pp. 48-50. 
4 Gray 1915, pA82. 
5 MiscelUmy p. 52. 
6 Gray p. 484 from, BL Cott. Cleop. Cii f.123. 
7 NRO Clopton glebe terriers. 
8 MiscelUmy ppA8, 54. 
9 Id. p.55. 

10 Id. p.57. 
II Id. pp. 18-19, 41. 
12 Id. pp. 55-7. 
13 Id. p.52. 
14 Whellan's Directory 1876. 
15 Miscellony p. 23. 
16 Id. ppA9, 51- 2. 
17 NRO FH 962. 
18 Miscellony pp. 33-4. 
19 NRO Clopton glebe terriers. 

Cogenhoe 

M 1992 
In 1627 there were 4 fields with lands distributed in 3 tilths, as shown be10w l : 

East and part of West Field 
West Field to Billing Bridge 
South Field 

1627 
Arahk 

38 (+ 18 roods) 
31.5 
33 (+ 18 roods) 

4 
3 
6 

Total 

42 (58) 
34.5 
39 (57) 

1702 
Total 

32 
34.5 
46 

The lands were scattered mainly. in singles except for two larger parcels (indicated in 
brackets). The state of the fields in c. 1630 is shown on a small scale plan, which does not 
name them except for West Field2• An area coloured green and two separated yellow 
and uncoloured areas probably represent the 3 tilth areas of the glebe. 

There had been some enclosure in c. 1622 (next to the village), followed by more 
enclosure by Chancery Decree in c. 1660, and Parliamentary enclosure in 1827. By 
1702 enclosures had reduced the size of the East Field. Two of the larger parcels had 
been reduced from 9 lands to 8 and the other from 6 to 4, the last caused by 
encroachment from the highway. There was 11 percent ley in 1627. Enclosed in 1827 
with Little Houghton3. 

1 NRO Cogenhoe glebe terriers. 
2 NRO Map 5695. 
3 NROX4579. 
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Collyweston 

M 1993 
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The were three fields in 1638, with land distributed irregularly; Condet Field 5.25 
acres (in 3 parcels), Wood Field 6 acres (6 parcels) and Hill Field 2 acres (3 parcels); 51eys 
lay in unspecified fields 1. A yardland was therefore 15.25 acres and there was 16 percent 
ley calculated on area. The glebe refers to the same three fields until enclosure2• 

Enclosed in 18413• 

1 NRO SG 48, for 0.75 yardland. 
2 NRO Collyweston glebe terriers. 
3 Bill NRO CAM 92; ActJ(D) 753; Map 3009 (1842). 

Corby 

P 1616 
A demesne of 180 acres had 120 acres sown in 1335, showing there was a three

course tilth 1• 

A map of the demesne made in 161'6 shows 3 fields called North, West and South, 
with their boundaries marked2• The South Field has a detached part at the north west 
next to Cauldwell Leys and Calle Shrub Wood. Most of the furlong pattern can be 
deduced from the disposition of the demesne pieces. There is a large block of demesne 
north west of the village, in the West Field called inhamforloTlK, the rest of the fields have 
smaller pieces scattered in most furlongs. There are more large demesne pieces next to 
the surrounding woods as at Bansley Slade Coppice. In all; the demesne was 294 acres 
plus 'free ground', 57, and °3 copyholds of 39, 13, 31 acres (434 acres). 

In c. 1633 there were 4 fields, which lasted until enclosure3: 

1633 1736 1783 
Field Parcels lAnd no. Parcels Acres 

South Field 22, some 4, 6, 12, 14 lands 78 23 18 
East Field 7 15 4 5 
West Field 8 48 10 9 
North Field 19, one is 25 lands 74 20 12.75 

215 44.75 

There were 28 leys in all the fields (13 percent). The lands were very narrow 
according to the acreages given in 1783; the 25-1and piece was only 2.5 acres, and a 
12-land piece was 2 acres, averaging 0.1 and 0.17 acres per land. Overall the size of the 
lands was 0.21 acres, or slightly less than a rood. 

These fields were probably still run as a three-course tilth, since the 2 small ones have 
a similar area to the other larger two. The South Field of 1739 had 4 people as 
neighbours on 77 percent occasions, probably indicating a regular order at one time. 

Enclosed in 18294• 

1 Gray p. 484 from PRO E 135 44 m6. 
2 NRO Map 2644. 
3 NRO Corby glebe terriers. 
4 NRO Enclosure Enrolment Vol. 0 p.171; Map 3148 (1831). 
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There were probably two fields in the late 16th century. A survey of the manor made 
in c. 1580 describes the open field area in 'quarters' rather than 'fields' as is found in East 
Anglia l . 

Field Area Total 
A R P A R P 

North-east' quarter 422 2 0 
South quarter 50 2 0 473 0 0 

North-west quarter 209 3 0 
South-west quarter 176 0 0 480 3 0 

The divisions seem to be locational, viewed from the village and either side of the 
main brook. The sUIVey itself places the quarters into two groups, as shown, which are 
nearly equal. There were about 28 yardlands (25 belonging to the manor in 15262 and 3 
glebe yardlands in 15803). The yardland contained 28.5 acres in 1526. 

The fields were probably called East and West. The parish was enclosed in 16524, 

affirmed in 16635 . . 

1 NROEY 1. 
2 PRO E 36179 pp. 15-20. 
3 NROEY 1. 
4 NRO XYZ 359. 
5 NRO S(G) 79. 

Courteenhall 

M 1981 
In 1637 there were 3 fields, the glebe being slightly unequally divjded between them; 

West Field 8.25 acres, ¥iddle Field 9 acres, and East Field 13.5 a~resl. There was 11 
percent1ey. . 

Part of the field had tithe shared with Quinton; it was possibly an assart of jointly 
shared woodland. It ~emained open until Quinton was enclosed in 1814 when it was 50 
acres in extent. 

Some enclosure took place at Courteenhallin 1630, but most of it occurred in 16502• 

Belonging to the manor, in about 1654, were Furzen Close in Quinton, 40 acres, and 
'new enclosures' in Courteenhall Brooks Field, 46 acres3• In 1659 demesne closes (17) 
and 17 other closes were named, suggesting that extensive, probably complete, enclos
ure had taken place. Two of the enclosures were called North Field Close and Main 
Field C1ose4• Most of these closes and others were listed in 1673 with details of stock and 
crops. Only one close had corn (Furzen C1o~e, probably 40 acres), the others being used 
for hay and for gr~zing 570 sheep and 18 beef animals5. 

I NRO Courteenhall glebe terriers. 
2 NRO Courteenhall86P/32-4. 
3 NROWC98. 
4 NROWC 105. 
5 NROWC Ill. 
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Cranford 

THE OPEN FlELDS OF NORTHAMYfONSHIRE 

~ 1973 P 1748 F 1748 
Cranford has two townships and parishes, St Andrew and StJohn. A 'field book' is 

written on a map of 1748, but in the form currendy available is not legible. 

Cranford St Andrew 

There were three fields marked on the 1748 map, Hollowmore, ~iddle and Bartondale 
Fieldsl • However, the map also shows that about half the parish was enclosed. In 16282 

the enclosed area was called 'a large enclosed ground called yenpasture'. It had 
probably not been enclosed long before 1628 because the glebe of one yardland (28 
acres) contained 17 acres lying in the pasture and was described as lying in 6 furlongs. 
The remaining 11 acres of open-field land was dispersed in East Thorne Field ~ater 
divided into three, above). Possibly there had been a two-field system before the partial 
enclosure. 

By 1711 the glebe in the pasture grounds had been brought into two closes. 
The remaining open-field land was enclosed in 17753. There were then 22.5 yard
lands. 

Crariford St John 

Three fields are likely to have been in use in 1408 according to the names East Field and 
~iddle Field that were mentioned in court rolls, and in view of the same names being 
used until enclosure4• 

The glebe of c. 1628 describes three equal fields, East, ~iddle, West with 19.5, 17 and 
20 roods, mosdy dispersed as single roods. There was 10 percent ley. The glebe of 
Burton Latimer had tithe of2 yardlands in Cranford StJohn; it describes the same fields 
and there were 9 percent leys5. 

An area of contraction at the eastern periphery was called the Wold, marked on the 
1748 map. The map shows the extent of the fields and they are described in a terrier of 
1 797, where 6.5 yardlands are dispersed fairly equally; West Field 54 acres, ~iddle 
Field 53 imd East Field 61 acres. From which the yardland was 26 acres. The meadows 
had divisions called hides or leys, making nine quarter hides in all; Kings 2 quarters, 
Wingman first half hide, Lady half hide; Firnell half hide and Peck, Rawlett third 
quartet>. 
~any furlongs marked on the 1748 map have lands in alignment, some of them 

curved, suggesting large blocks of land had been laid out and that the furlongs were 
formed later by subdivision. The glebe of c. 1628 had in the East Field five people as 
neighbours sharing 33 positions of which 61 percent were occupied by two people and 
79 percent by three. A regular order is likely. 

Leys occur from 1404 and lands were referred to as 'ridges' in 1408. There were 
'orders of the manor' in 14047• The yardland was stated to be 28 acres in 17978 • . 

Demesne. The demesne consisted of groups of lands dispersed in many furlongs in 
1440. In 1456 some of it was tenanted as 'quartrons'9. The demesne was probably 5 
yardlands, referred to in a manorial extent of 160610. In 1797 a terrier that included this 
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same manorial land had some single lands and several pieces of 5 or 6 lands with town 
balk next to them 11. This is likely to be the demesne, and confirms its dispersed nature, 
as indicated in the 15th century. There was woodland in the northern tongue of 
Cranford St Andrew in which the lord ofStJohn had rights, thorns being stolen from it 
in 146412. 

Enclosed in 180513. 

1 NRO Map 2682. 
2 NRO Cranford St Andrew glebe terriers. 
3 Act NRO Bucc1euch 13--65 in X363. 
4 NRO Bucc1euch 13-61, court roll 8-11 Hen 4 in X363. 
5 NRO Burton Latimer glebe terriers. 
6 NRO Bucc1euch 13--64 in X363. 
7 NRO Bucc1euch 13--61, court rolls 4 and 8-11 Hen 4 in X363. 
8 NRO Bucc1euch 13--64 in X363. 
9 NRO Bucc1euch 13--60, account rolls 18 and 35 Hen 6, in X363. 

10 NRO Bucc1euch 13-56 in X363. 
11 NRO Bucc1euch 13--64 in X363. 
12 NRO Bucc1euch 13--61, court roll 4 Edw 4 in X363. 
13 Act NRO BSL 9; ML 758; Map 3019. 

Cransley 

M 1986 
Cransley had two fields, East and West in the 13th centuryl. In 1554 there were 

Middle East and Nether Middle Fields2, which is reminiscent of the complex changes 
made at Broughton (qv), probably indicating a change to three fields. A map of 1598 
marks Great North and Great South Fields3. 

Cransley was enclosed before 17204. 

1 Ancient Deeds vi (1915) C3930. 
2 Id. C7691. 
3 NRO Map 1430. 
4 NRO Cransley glebe terriers. 

Creaton 

M 1979 HQ 1781 
Creaton has two vills, Great and Litde Creaton, the last being in the parish of 

Spratton. Two townships with separate fields are possible and this is implied by the 
assignm~nt of yardlands to each vill in some of the enclosure papers of 1781 1. However 
since Little Creaton was enclosed with Great Creaton it is likely that they both belonged 
to the same township; if Litde Creaton was a separate township in Spratton parish it 
should have been enclosed with Spratton. 

The matter is resolved by examination of terriers which show that the yardlands of 
Great Creaton spread throughout the field system area of both vills. A quality book of 
1781 lists all furlongs in the township2 and terriers refer to furlongs in all the five fields 
named in the the quality book; there is not a division into separate two and three field 
systems as the five fields might indicate. 

Apart from the spatial distribution of the furlongs, some of the terriers state that 
yardlands are 'in Great Creaton and Little Creaton'3 or in the 'feilds and precincts of 
Great Creaton and Little Creaton and Spratton or some or one ofthem'4. In both these 
cases the owners lived at Great Creaton and the yardlands would be expected to belong 
to it (rather than Little Creaton). A glebe terrier of 1684 simply says that the land is part 
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of Great Creaton, probably thinking in parish terms, but the land once went through 
the same five' fields (the pieces formerly in the small rye fields having been 'lost')5. 

The structure is therefore two vills, one field system (township), and two parishes. The 
lands assigned to Little Creaton were dispersed throughout the fields even though they 
were in Spratton parish. This is the same arrangement as found with Coton in 
Guilsborough, being in Ravensthorpe parish, and part of the township of Murcott, 
which really belonged to Watford, being in Long Buckby parish for payment of tithes, 
but not physically within Long Buckby fields. 

A few terriers survive from the 17th and 18th centuries. By 1662 there were five fields, 
two of them small rye fields and the others larger and about equal in size. The 
distribution of land in them was as below for three small holdings, th~ figures are in 
roods. 

Holding SoutJz West Upper Middle Netk6 Totals 
Yardland Rye Rye 

0.25 5 2 11 11 14 43 16656 

0.25? 3 3 9 11 14 40 16657 

0.5 8.5 9 24 13.5 25 80 16628 

0.5 missing 19 15 18 52 16849 

from the totals a yardland works out to be 40-43 acres, for the first and third 
examples, which is large. 

The three fields plus two rye fields presumably form the same system as adopted for 
Newnham, where the rye fields ran as a two-field shift and the others on a three-field 
rotation. Morton notes the suitability for rye of the red stony land at Great Creaton in 
171210• 

Neighbours holding lands in the terriers are not completely regular but in a half 
yardland transferred in 166211 3 people were neighbours in 61 percent of the positions, 
suggesting there was a regular order once. There were 23 percent leys. With such large 
yardlands split on some occasions into 16ths12 a multiplicity of neighbours is to be 
expected. 

The enclosure claims state that there were 4 horses, 4 cows and 40 sheep per yardland 
in 178213. There was a totalof28. 75 yardlands for bothofthevills. In 1086 Creaton was 
asssed at 1. 75 hides 14, which equates 16 yardlands to the hide if the real total of 
yardlands was meant to be 28. 

Both Creatons were enclosed by Parliamentary act in 1782. Several of the detailed 
papers survive; the state of ownership, the claims and petitions, and the quality book 15. 

1 NROA 179. 
2 NROA 178. 
3 NRO XYZ 4530; 1662. 
4 NRO XYZ 1549; 1665. 
5 NRO Creaton glebe terriers. 
6 NRO XYZ 1549. 
7 NRO Markham Box 3. 
8 NRO XYZ 4530. 
9 NRO Glebe terriers. 

10 Morton p. 56. 
11 NRO XYZ 4530. 
12 NROA 177. 
13 NROA 179. 
14 Thorn and Thorn 18-53; 30-18; 48-8. 
15 NRO A 177, 179, 178, as well as the Award NRO Enrolment Vol. H p. 509. 

I 
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Crick 

M 1975 Q 1777 
Fields and furlongs have been identified using enclosed field- names recorded in 1839 

and relating them to the furlongs named and valued in the quality book of 1 777 1• A plan 
of the furlongs has been published, but the identifications there given are only 
tentative2• 

Crick had four fields from 1598 until enclosure in 1776, as listed below; they were run 
on a three-year tilth. There were two types of yardland, called Hall Land and Hain 
Land, that had lands restricted to only three of the four fields. The North and Mill Fields 
were common to both types of yardland, and the third field was either the Hall Field or 
Hain Field, according to the type. Hall Land 'was, or had been the demesne. 

DaU 15903 16054 .16325 16406 16807 1691)8 c.17509 177710 

Field North North Dockame North North North North 110 
names Heyne Craxhill Hayne Craxhill 68 

Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill Mill 126 
Hall Hall Hall 57 

Type Hall Hain Hain Hain Hall 
land land land land land 

The last column gives the number of valued parcels in the quality book. The fields do 
not seem to be equal sized measured in this way. The Crick fields are very unusual, 
being an overlapping double system. Perhaps there had been some partial dispersal of 
the demesne at an early date, or perhaps the Hall and Hain Fields represent very early 
separate field systems for the lord and his villeins, the rest of the land being common 
waste before it was encroached upon by arable lands. . 

The Hall land was not exclusively demesne by the 17th century. The non-resident 
lords had let it become tenanted, freehold and mixed. A deed of 1686 referred to a lease 
of 0.25 yardlands of Hain land and 0.333 yardlands of Hall land 11. 

In a glebe terrier of 1632, 15 people are named in 120 neighbouring positions, 
of which 3 held 65 percent, one of them being the lord, Richard Andrews. A 
remnant regular order is possible. A more regular order can be seen in a terrier of 1698 
where, of 53 positions, one person occupies 57 percent and two people hold 75 
percent12• There was 38 percentley in 1632; a rick place was mentioned at this date. In 
c. 1750 one yardland of Hall land had 38 percent ofleys13. A yardland was 30.5 acres in 
177614• 

Yardlands. 

In 1249 a third of the manor belonged to William de Essebi and consisted of 
6.25 yardlands of demesne, and IS yardlands held by customary tenants15• This survey 
is in remarkable agreement with another third of the manor that descended to Thomas 
Marquis of Dorset, which in 1526 was assessed at 14 messuages, I house, 1 cottage, 
18 closes, 6 yardlands of hall land, 15 yardlands of hain land and 22.25 acres of 
meadow16. 

From these descriptions it follows that there were 18 or 18.75 demesne yardlands and 
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45 villein. It is also clear that the hall lands of later centuries were the demesne, as 
would be expected, and the villein lands were called hainlands by 1526 (probably 
from the Middle English hean, 'poor or wretched', presumably referring to the 
one-time status of the villeins). Glebe documents give several versions of the number 
of yardlands, calculated in different ways 17. These are collected in tabular fonn for 
comparison: 

Date Hall kmd Hain kmd Glebe Tol4l 

1652 18.5 55.625 r2 76.125 Yardlanders' names given 
c.1660 78 Glebe probably excepted; estimated from rate 

values. 
1689 78.25 Levy of yardlands at 1.333s. rate totalled £5 

45.4d. 
1733 18.5 60.375 2 80.825 

No mention is made offree land except in 1526 when it is not quantified. By 1733 the 
only distinction between types is hall and hain; there is no suggestion that at that date the 
hain land was either leasehold or copyhold from the glebe records or any 17th and 18th 
century deeds, all of it seems to be freehold. The probable structure of the original 
manor was therefore. 

Demesne or hall 
Villein or hain 
Glebe or plowmans 
Free (by difference) 

Tol4l 

Tardlands 

18.5 
45 
2 

14.5 

80 

The size of the yardland was 30 acres both for the demesne and villein holdings in 
1526, agreeing with the value for 1776 (above). Each yardland could have 10 great beast 
and 40 sheep in 1545, 6 beast in the great pasture and 4 on another called rudhilP8. A list of 
23 field orders was made in 1658, dealing with the standard range ofmattersl9. 

In 1086 Crick was assessed at 3.75 hides and 8 ploughlands20• This would equate at 
close to 16 yardlands to the hide if the demesne were not assessed, or c. 21 yardlands if all 
the yardlands were assessed .. The 8 ploughlands may equate at 10 yardlands to the 
ploughland for the villein and demesne land total. 

Some details of the management of the fields can be seen from vestry and church 
wardens' accounts made during the 17th and 18th centuries. The pinfold wall was 
repaired with 12 loads of stone in 1684, and 37 yards of wall were mended with 20 loads 
of stone and 6 loads of 'earth' (clay-mortar) in 1757. There are several references to a 
town plough; Thomas Cowley mended the plough ironwork in 1711. It was used to 
open furrows in 1736, probably to mark out the grass ends oflands and make drainage 
channels. The plough was dug out in 1739 'when fix'd fast in Clarke's Close ditch'. It 
was sold when Crick was enclosed in 177721 • 

The great fields and the parish boundaries seem to have been hedged, which would 
be useful to control animals in a particular fallow field. Weeds were removed from the 
quick and mound at the Old in 1739, which seems to be maintenance of newly set 
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hedges. A hedge there was laid there in 1740. In 1744-5,5,000 quicks were purchased. 
These hedges were pulled up at enclosure in 1776, presumably because they were in the 
way. William West was paid 10s yearly for killing moles (1723). Trespassing sheep from 
Kilsby were run out of the Hall Field (1763) and notices were placed at the parish 
boundary to keep Yelvertoft people from trespass in 1 771. A cryer infonned people not 
from Crick that they could not glean (1772). Notices were also written to inform people . 
where the town bull was kept; a bull was bought from Rugby Fair in 1773. Payments 
were made to keep horses out of corn and ·offthe tilth22• 

Enclosed in 177623• An 1839 copy of the quality book survives24• 

1 NRO 72PIl15 and 116. 
2 D. Hall and R. Harding, Council for British Archaeology Group 9, Newsletter, (1977) pp. 28-31. 
3 NRO YZ 4546. 
4 NRO SAS 140. 
5 NRO Crick glebe terriers. 
6 NROSAS88. 
7 NRO SAS 35. 
8 NRO YZ 4559. 
9 NROA 187. 

10 NRO Crick 92P/115, copy c.1S39. 
11 NRO S(G) 143. 
12 NRO YZ 4559. 
13 NROA 187. 
14 NRO YZ 3684. 
15 Cal. Inqu. PostMort. Henryllliii, no. 123. 
16 PRO E 36179. 
17 NRO Crick 92P1l41; pp. IS, 26, 28 and 92P/119. 
18 NRO Crick 92P/141 pp. 7,9. 
19 Id. p. 19. 
20 Thorn and Thorn 47-2. 
21 NRO Crick 92P1l19, 121-3. 
22 NRO Crick 92P/119. etc 
23 Bill NRO D2480; Award, Enrolment Vol. E p. 95. 
24 See f.n. 10. 

Culworth 

Two fields occurred in: a charter of 1295, with 72 parcels in each of the North and South 
Fields 1• Three field names are recorded in 1333, with lands irregularly distributed; 
South Field (0.75 acres in 3 parcels), West ,ield (0.25 acres in 1 parcel), and North Field 
(3 roods in 2 parcels)2. In c. 1510 a yardland had in South Field 12 lands (called 'yards') 
plus 0.5 acres; West Field 19 lands and 0.5 acres; North Field 341ands plus 2 half acres3• 

These are tabulated below with another terrier of 14804• The totals of the South and 
West Fields add up to that of the North Field, suggesting that there was still a two-year 
course. 

FreU 1331 1480 1510 

acres lands lands acres . yards' 

South Field 0.75 3 9 0.5 + 12 
West Field 0.25 1 20 0.5 + 19 
North Field 0.75 2 34 1.0 + 34 
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A continuing two-field tilth is confinned by a terrier of 15335, when one yardland had 
in the North Field 55 roods and in the South Field 66 roods. A yardland was therefore 
30.25 acres. 

At enclosure in 16126 the open field land was North Field 781.25 acres, South Field 
402, and West Field 483 acres, 1666.25 in all. This shows that the same three names as 
earlier were in use, but again the last two add up to the first, and that therefore there had 
been a two field system continuing. The demesne at this date consisted of some 
enclosures and several yardlands dispersed. Each yardland was allowed about 30 acres 
of enclosed land. There were.29. 75 yardlands in all. In l086 Culworth was assessed at 
1.5 hides and 0.667 virgates (1.667 hides7), or very close to 18 yardlands to the hide 
(which would require a total of 30 yardlands). 

An incomplete terrier of 1486 shows a fairly regular order of neighbours, with one 
person almost always the same and the lord holding about 50 percent of the other 
neighbouring positionss. There were very few neighbours in 1553, with one person 
occupying the nearly all the positions, so originally there was a regular order. 

Culworth was enclosed following an agreement made in 16129 and closes are 
mentioned in 163010. 

1 BL Add. Ch. 44,285. 
2 BL Add. Ch. 44,241. 
3 BL Add. Ch. 44,354. 
4 NROAa33. 
5 NROAa18. 
6 NRO F(C)43. 
7 Thorn and Thorn 45-9. 
8 NROAa32. 
9 NRO F(C) 43. 

10 NRO ZA 5829. 

Dallington 

An extent of the demesne had a third waste in 1346, showing that there was a three-field 
tilth 1. In 1633 and 1711 a small glebe holding refers to South Field, Stanchill Field and 
North leys cow pasture, probably indicating there were still three fields. 

Enclosed in c. 17252• 

1 Gray p. 484 from BL Cott. Cleop. C ii f.123. 
2 NRO Dallington glebe terriers in X528; 'new inclosed' in 1726; Map 2884. 

Daventry 

F 1571 
The parish contains two settlements, Daventry and Drayton which had separate field 

systems, proved by reference to half yardlands of land in each of them in c. 11501• The 
cartulary ofDaventry Priory has terriers oflands lying in each township. Some furlongs 
are marked on a map of 18022. As well as the cartulary, a tithing book (1700-1818) has 
been printed3 and there has been discussion of a 1571 field book by Leonard4 and 
BrownS. 

Daventry had 2 fields in c. 1190, when a grant of 6 acres was exactly distributed as 3 
one-acre plots in each of the North Field and South Field6. There were 3 fields in the 
15th century7, the same as described in the 1571 field books. The book lists the number 
oflands, the names of the occupiers, their tenure (Duchy of Lancaster or freehold), the 
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